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Current Radar, Satellite, and Lightning

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

High pressure is forecast to remain centered over the central gulf through early Wednesday. Along with its presence, continued 
gentle to moderate breezes and smooth to slight seas will prevail. Shower and thunderstorm chances will remain low for much of 
the gulf, but a trough of low pressure over the Southeast will bring increasing chances to the eastern gulf through the end of the 
week. Instead, attention will remain focused on the progression of this trough over the latter half of the week, which is forecast to 
gradually retrograde into the eastern gulf Wednesday into Thursday while high pressure is shunted southward. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Numerical guidance is in strong agreement with an area of low pressure developing within this trough while undergoing 
tropical development offshore of the gulf coast during the day 4 and day 5 period.  While confidence in the forecast strength 
and exact placement of tropical development is low, increasing winds and seas are anticipated as potential tropical 
development begins to meander westward and offshore of the Louisiana Delta by the end of the week. Building rough to 
potentially very rough seas are forecast, especially on the north and northeast side of the low, where a dynamic fetch of 
enhanced easterly winds should develop. Strong to near-gale southwesterly winds will also be possible across the western gulf 
with moderate to rough seas also possible from the Texas Coastal areas into the Texas Deep Water areas.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart
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Day 2 Surface Chart
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